Notes February 13 (1)

- **Thanks for feedback in the Google Form!**
  - Mumbling, anecdotes/digressions, slow lecture pace – will try to fix
    - Question: Is video podcast really needed? (I don’t write on the board.)
  - Examples connected to PAs – more relevant with PA3 / DP / this lecture
  - HW3 should be considerably shorter (4 questions + 1 EC question)
  - Workload on PA’s is being tracked carefully
    - Piazza (W18 vs. W16) suggests that FAQs, PA0 and shorter PA1 have been helpful

- **HW3 due Friday 11:59PM**
- **Additional DP notes have been posted (Piazza Resources)**
- **Help.** If you feel you need a 1-1 or 1-k (k a small number) appt with an ASE, there is a form for signup (see Piazza @629)
  - As of 5:20pm, 9 out of 26 slots had been reserved

- **Past final exams** will be posted by end of Week 7
  - Scope of W18 Final will match what is actually covered

- **“Algorithm problem-solving interview prep”** handled by ???
  - See, e.g., CS 9 at Stanford “Problem-Solving for the CS Technical Interview”